
       Burial Vaults
J. Allen Hooper Funeral Chapel



Many people are under the common 
misconception that burial vaults are required by 

either local, state, or federal law.  Burial vaults are 
NOT required by law.

Why then, do I have to have a 
burial vault???



Cemeteries are independent entities, and make their own rules 
and regulation regarding headstone requirements, foundation 
requirements, and burial vault requirements.  They set their own 
prices for grave opening charges, and sometimes even charge 

vault companies a road tax to enter their cemetery.

Most cemeteries require the use of a vault, a concrete box 
placed in the grave to house the casket.  The cemetery 

doesn’t really care if your casket is protected, they require the 
burial vault to keep the ground from sinking.  In many older 

cemeteries, you may have seen graves sinking down, or 
headstones tilting.  This happens when there is no burial vault.



In addition to the extreme pressure placed on a vault from the 
simple weight of the soil, the cemetery equipment, such as a 

backhoe running over the grave increases the strong downward 
force applied to the burial vaults.



Add to that the pressure exerted when adjacent graves are being opened.  An 
incredible amount of force is placed on the ground, and directed to the burial 

vaults.



The cemetery that you have 
selected DOES require the use of 

a burial vault.  You select the 
vault today, and we will place 

the order with the vault 
company, and they will bring it to 
the cemetery and set the vault in 

place.  The vault company will 
also seal the vault, either in the 

grave or above ground.



WARRANTY FOR WATER RESISTANT VAULT



BASIC WATER RESISTANT VAULTS

Heritage - $1,850
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Basic Water Resistant Vaults

Stainless Steel Lined 
$4895 (includes above ground seal)

Tremont- Marbelon Lined 
$2,500
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Premium Water Resistant Vaults 
(Includes Above Ground Seal)

Williamsburg Copper Lined - $5995 Barrington Bronze Lined - $6500
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Non-Water Resistant Vaults

          Grave Liner - $1,150

Unlined Burial Vault - $1,275 
Steel Reinforced

PIONEER STANDARD FLAT 

High strength reinforced concrete base and 
flat style cover. Soft asphalt type sealer in 

cover groove.

Superior Cathedral- $1,395
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Delux Urn Vault 
$795

Urn Vault 
$440

Infant Caskets 
Price is determined 

By size 
$250 - $700


